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I must confess, I had no idea that moths could be so colorful, and, well, downright interesting. This field guide is the latest in the North Woods Naturalist series by Duluth, Minnesota publisher Kollath-Stensaas. Most of us know the huge pale green Luna Moth and the massive brown Cecropia, but in this guide, author/photographer/naturalist Jim Sogaard introduces us to hundreds of other species of moths—many just as spectacular—that are fluttering through the North Woods night (and day). 

Moth books are few and far between so this first-of-its-kind field guide should be a big hit with the naturalist crowd. Not only are 300 species of moths covered, but their caterpillars are shown as well. Evidently, Jim has raised many of the caterpillars to adulthood so the identifications are exact. And Jim’s photos are amazing! No blurry shots of a moth on the garage door here. All 600-plus images show the moth or caterpillar in a natural setting. The camouflage and masquerade photos in the introduction are worth the price of the book themselves.

At 276 pages, Moths and Caterpillars of the North Woods packs in a lot of info; Each species usually gets its own page. But sometimes groups of similar species are given a two-page spread with one page dedicated to just photos of the different, but related, species. One really nice feature of the book is the red “phenogram” that shows what time of year to look for that moth. I also like the black bar on the main photo that shows the average wingspan of that species. Caterpillar foods are listed below the phenogram; This is valuable information when searching out the moth or caterpillar. Text covers descriptions of both adult and larva, life cycle and its North American or worldwide range. Fun natural history facts are highlighted in the Nature Notes sidebar. 

Even though there is a huge amount of information between the covers, this book still manages to be a true field guide as it could easily be slipped into a fanny pack for a quick day hike (night hike?).
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